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TEXT I: LESEVERSTÄNDNIS (60 marks)       (18, 14, 13, 15)  
(Evidence needed that candidates have understood the text; quotation without manipulation 
where manipulation required or containing extraneous material: half marks. Full marks for 
manipulated parts.  Answers in language not specified = half marks)

Frage 1 (18 marks: 4, 4, 4, 6) Incorrect gender: penalise once only (minus 1) 

 (a) (4 marks:)
Was erfahren Sie ber den Erzähler am Anfang der Geschichte?Nennen Sie vier Details.  

   (Z.1-9) 
 (Any four: 4 x 1)  

1. Hat eine Oma 
2. Erbte/ bekam Bauernhof // ist Bauernhofbesitzer 
3. Ist 28 Jahre alt // war vor drei Jahren/damals 25 
4. War Einzelhandelskaufmann / hat … gelernt / arbeitete als....
5. Arbeitete in der Textilbranche. 
6. Hatte vier Wochen Urlaub im Jahr.
7. Bekam ein kleines Gehalt / verdiente nicht so viel.

N.B. Past tense not used in points 4 to 7 above: penalise once only (minus 1) 

 (b) (4 marks: 2x2 marks)
An was erinnert sich der Erzähler, wenn er an Weihnachten bei der Oma denkt? (Z.10-17) 

1. an die Heiligabende. 
2. an die Eltern 
3. an das Weihnachtsessen / den Gänsebraten. 
4. an den Spaziergang unter klarem Himmel/ durch den Schnee/ zur Kirche.

 (c) (4 marks: 2+2) 
Was veränderte sich im Leben der Gro mutter des Erzählers? (Z.1-5, 18—21)     

1. (Nahm) Abschied von ihrem Bauernhof . (2)
2. Zog in ein Seniorenheim.(2)       

 (d) (6 marks: 3+3) 
Welche Vorteile hatte das Seniorenheim f r die Gro mutter? (Z. 21-26)                                                      

1. ein Schwimmbad. (3)
2. ihre Freundinnen da. (3)
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N.B. Re questions 2, 3 and 4 below:  Incorrect gender: Penalise once only (minus 1) 

Question 2:  (14 marks: a = 8 marks; b= 6 marks)
(a) (8 marks: Any four: 4 x 2 marks)

What did the narrator do to give the house a make-over? Give details. (lines 35-41)
        

1. cleared out the attic 
2. tore down the old wall paper. 
3. repapered everything. 
4. repainted windows/ doors. 
5. took up/ got rid of the old carpet. 

(b) (6 marks: Any three: 3 x 2 marks)   
The narrator had some visitors while he was renovating. Give three details.  (lines 42-50) 

1. girlfriend/ Jutta/ (Julia)  
2. (Jutta) helped him.   
3. She quickly lost interest // went sunbathing outside in the yard.
4. (Jutta’s) friends came  
5. The friends admired his diligence. 
6. They soon went into the garden // left him to work away himself. 

Question 3: (13 marks: (a): 9 marks (b): 4 marks)   
(a) (9 marks) 
The narrator got an unexpected job offer. Explain in detail how this came about. 
 (lines 63-76) 
 (Any three:  3x3 marks)

1. The caretaker/ maintenance man (of retirement home) was out sick. 
2. Narrator used to do repairs. 
3. One morning (when) visiting grandmother the director/ manager spoke to him.  
4. (She told him that the) caretaker was retiring/ he was offered the caretaker’s job.
5. She/ the director/ manager offered him the job.

(b)  (4 marks: Any two: 2 x 2 marks)
What future plans did the narrator have in mind for himself? Give two details. (lines 77-83)
      

1. Transform the farm into a museum. (art museum = 0) 
2. Show what life on farm used to be/ was like.
3. Get/ buy animals.
4. Get/ buy agricultural tools/ implements/ machinery. 
5. Get visitors to sponsor an animal. 
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Question 4: (15 marks)
Read through Text I again. The theme of change is a central element in the story. Give three
examples from the text by referring to both the narrator and to his grandmother. (At least one 
example from each) 

(Any three: 3 x 5 marks)  

(Narrator) 

1. Work in office to work on farm.  
2. Change from city to country. 
3. From visitor as a child to owner now. // Moved into grandmother’s house. 
4. Change in house decoration. 
5. Change in friendships (Jutta/Julia // friends).  
6. Change from being employed to being made redundant. 
7. Had to give up his car and use a bicycle. 
8. Prospect of change in offer of new job.  
9. Plans to change use of farm. 
10. Change of farm implements to museum pieces. 
11. Sees grandmother more frequently. 

(Grandmother) 

1. Grandmother leaves the farm and moves to a nursing home.     
2. Independence to dependence. 
3. Sees grandson more frequently.  (Do not award mark if point 11 above was 

awarded)

(Language)
1. Vorbei ist vorbei mein Junge/  man soll nie zur ckschauen with relevant
    explanation/apt translation. 


